We present a stable discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method with a perfectly matched layer (PML) for three and two space dimensional linear elastodynamics, in velocity-stress formulation, subject to wellposed linear boundary conditions. First, we consider the elastodynamics equation, in a cuboidal domain, and derive an unsplit PML truncating the domain using complex coordinate stretching. Leveraging the hyperbolic structure of the underlying system, we construct continuous energy estimates, in the time domain for the elastic wave equation, and in the Laplace space for a sequence of PML model problems, with variations in one, two and three space dimensions, respectively. They correspond to PMLs normal to boundary faces, along edges and in corners.
Introduction
Computational strategies based on the discontinuous Galerkin method (DG method) are desirable for large scale numerical simulation of wave phenomena occurring in many applications [17, 33, 35, 38] . However, one of the main features of propagating waves is that they can propagate long distances relative to their characteristic dimension, the wavelength. As an example, seismic waves generated by events that occurred in one continent can be recorded, far away, in a distant continent, at some later time. For numerical simulations, it is precisely this essential feature of waves, the radiation of waves to far field, that leads to the greatest difficulties, [19, 1, 20, 22, 11] . In truncated computational domains, this manifests itself as spurious reflections of outgoing waves at artificial boundaries, which will travel back into the simulation domain and destroy the accuracy of numerical simulations everywhere. Therefore, in order to ensure the accuracy of DG methods, artificial boundaries introduced to limit the computational domain must be closed with reliable and accurate boundary conditions.
The effort to design efficient domain truncation schemes for propagating waves began about forty years ago [19] and has evolved over time to become an entire area of research [20, 11] . One of the major outcomes of this effort is the perfectly matched layer (PML), invented by [1] in 1994 for Maxwell's equations in electromagnetics, and has been extended to many other equations whose solutions are composed of waves. The PML transforms the underlying hyperbolic PDE such that all spatially oscillating solutions decay exponentially in space. This allows the PML to effectively absorb all outgoing waves without reflections, independent of angle of incidence and frequency. This desirable property makes the PML so efficient and attractive to be used in numerical simulation of absorption of waves. However, the PML transformation has some important mathematical and numerical consequences which has limited its use in many practical computations.
One, although the PML solutions decay exponentially in space, for general systems, there is no guarantee that all solutions will decay in time. This is undesirable, since any growth in the PML can propagate into the simulation domain and pollute the numerical solution. For the past twenty years, the mathematical analysis, of well-posedness and stability, of the PML has been an area of active research [11, 2, 5, 3, 39, 15, 40] . Most of these analyses are based on the use of classical Fourier methods for the PML initial value problem (IVP). An important stability result, the geometric stability condition, was introduced in [2] to characterize the temporal stability of PML IVPs. If this condition is not satisfied, then there are modes of high spatial frequencies with temporally growing amplitudes.
Two, further complicating the matter, the PML is derived in the continuous setting in the absence of any boundary conditions. However, in any practical setting the PML is a layer of finite thickness surrounding a truncated domain, and can in addition interact with boundary conditions. Thus, a more complete stability analysis of the PML in truncated domains must include the underlying boundary conditions present. For IVPs that satisfy the geometric stability condition, initially, it was that the introduction of boundary conditions can ruin the stability or well-posedness of the PML [5] . We note, however, that the PML stability analysis has been extended to PML initial boundary value problems (IBVPs), using normal modes analysis [11, 4, 12, 13] . The central result of these analyses is: as long as the underlying undamped IBVP (without the PML) is stable, the PML IBVP is stable if the IVP satisfies the geometric stability condition.
Three, for symmetric or symmetrizable hyperbolic PDEs, the PML is generally asymmetric. It becomes extremely difficult to derive energy estimates (in the time domain) that can be used to design stable numerical methods for the PML in truncated domains. Therefore, even when the geometric stability condition is satisfied, numerical experiments have also shown that the PML can support growth. For the DG method and PML for elastodynamics, the growth can be catastrophic [9] , destroying the accuracy of numerical simulations. Some of our recent results [12, 13] have revealed the impact of numerical boundary procedures on the stability of discrete PMLs, using high order summation-by-parts (SBP) finite difference method. For DG methods, the main difficulty is that classical L 2 -energy norms traditionally used to develop stable DG numerical fluxes and approximations are not directly applicable when the PML is active.
For time-dependent problems, the PML is often derived in the transform (Laplace or Fourier in time) space, and then transformed back to the time domain. In the Laplace space, for the acoustic wave equation and Maxwell's equation, it is possible to derive energy estimates for the variable coefficients PML [39, 12] in the continuous setting. By mimicking this energy estimate it is possible to design an energy stable DG method for the PML for acoustic wave equation [39] . However, for more general systems of hyperbolic PDEs such as the linear elastodynamics equation, where more than one wave type and wave speed are simultaneously present, the theory can not be easily extended in straightforward manner. Therefore, we will require further assumptions and simplifications for such problems.
In this study we will take a more pragmatic approach, similar to [13] . We aim to prove energy estimates for model equations that are strong enough to allow us to design accurate and robust DG methods for the general 3D PML problem, for linear elastodynamics. We will derive energy estimates in the Laplace space for the PML assuming variations only in one space dimension, two space dimension for the PML edge problem and three space dimensions for a PML corner problem. By mimicking these energy estimates we will design stable DG numerical flux and method for the PML for 3D linear elastodynamics equation. If the discrete approximation of the PML is not provably stable for these model problems, there is no hope that the approximation will be stable for the general PML problem.
To begin, we develop a DG numerical method for the linear elastodynamics equation using physically motivated numerical flux and penalty parameters, which are compatible with all well-posed, internal and external, boundary conditions [24, 17] . When the PML damping vanishes, by construction, our choice of penalty parameters yield an upwind scheme and a discrete energy estimate analogous to the continuous energy estimate. As in [39] , to ensure numerical stability of the discretization when PML is present, it is necessary to extend the numerical DG fluxes, and the numerical inter-element and boundary procedures, to the PML auxiliary differential equations. This is crucial for deriving discrete energy estimates analogous to the continuous energy estimates.
We discretize in time using the high order arbitrary derivative (ADER) time stepping scheme [17, 32, 31] of the same order of accuracy with the spatial discretization. By combining the DG spatial approximation with the high order ADER time stepping scheme and the accuracy of the PML we obtain an arbitrarily accurate wave propagation solver in the time domain.
The remainder of the paper will proceed as follows. In section 2 we introduce the equations of 3D linear elastodynamics, well-posed boundary conditions with interface conditions, and derive energy estimates. In section 3 we derive the PML, and derive energy estimates for the PML, in the Laplace space, in section 4. In section 5, we present numerical approximations, and demonstrate numerical stability in section 6. In section 7, we present numerical experiments, in 2D and 3D, verifying the analysis, and demonstrating the effectiveness of the PML in seismological applications. We draw conclusions in section 8.
Equations
In this section, we present the equations of linear elastodynamics in 3D, in velocity-stress formulation. We will introduce well-posed boundary conditions, and the interface conditions that will be used to patch DG elements together. We will end the section by deriving energy estimates for the corresponding IBVP.
Linear elastic wave equation
Introduce the time variable t ≥ 0, and the spatial Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) ∈ Ω ⊂ R 3 . Consider the 3D elastic wave equation, in a heterogeneous source-free medium, in first order form,
subject to the initial condition
The coefficient matrices are symmetric, A ξ = A T ξ and P = P T , with Q T PQ > 0. In general the matrix P depends on the spatial coordinates x, y, z, and encodes the material parameters of the underlying medium. The constant coefficients and the non-dimensional matrices A ξ encapsulate the underlying linear conservation law and the corresponding linear constitutive relation.
To describe wave propagation in elastic solids, we introduce the unknown wave fields
with the particle velocity vector, v = [v x , v y , v z ] T , and the stress vector,
The symmetric constant coefficient matrices A ξ describing the conservation of momentum and the constitutive relation, defined by Hooke's law, are given by
, a 
where 0 3 and 0 6 are the 3-by-3 and 6-by-6 zero matrices. The symmetric positive definite material parameter matrix P is defined by 
where ρ(x, y, z) > 0 is the density of the medium, and C = C T > 0 is the symmetric positive definite matrix of elastic constants. Thus in (1), the first three equations are the conservation of momentum and the last six equations are the time derivatives of the constitutive relation, defined by Hooke's law, relating the stress field to strains where the constant of proportionality is the stiffness matrix of elastic coefficients C.
In a general anisotropic medium the stiffness matrix C is described by 21 independent elastic coefficients. However, in the isotropic case, the medium is described by two independent elastic coefficients, the Lamé parameters µ > 0, λ > −µ. We have
Here, λ, µ are the Lamé parameters, with µ > 0 and −µ ≤ λ < ∞. The elastic wave equation supports two families of wave, the P-wave and the S-wave, with wave speeds defined by cp = 2µ + λ ρ , and cs = µ ρ .
To analyse the effect of boundaries and boundary conditions we need to consider the eigenstructure of A ξ = PA ξ . For each ξ = x, y, z there are 9 linearly independent eigenvectors and 6 nontrivial eigenvalues, ±c p , ±c s , where the latter are double. For later use we denote these eigenvalues by ±c η , η = x, y, z, with cη = cp if η = ξ, and cη = cs if η = ξ.
For real functions, we introduce the weighted L 2 inner product
and the corresponding norm
The weighted L 2 -norm Q (·, ·, ·, t) 2 P is the mechanical energy, which is the sum of the kinetic energy and the strain energy.
To begin with we consider the Cauchy problem with Ω = R 3 , and decay condition |Q| → 0 at |(x, y, z)| → ∞. To show that the problem is stable we multiply (1) with φ T (x, y, z) from the left, where φ(x, y, z) ∈ L 2 (Ω) is an arbitrary test function, and integrate over the whole spatial domain, Ω, obtaining
In the right hand side of (11), integrating-by-parts, and using the fact that the coefficient matrices are constant and symmetric,
gives
By the decay conditions there are no boundary terms. Replacing φ with Q in (12) , in the right hand side the volume terms vanish, having
The energy equation follows
and thus the energy is conserved, Q (·, ·, ·, t) 2 P = Q (·, ·, ·, 0) 2 P , for all t ≥ 0. This analysis indicates that the Cauchy problem for (1) is well-posed and asymptotically stable.
Remark 1 Depending on the coefficient matrices P, A ξ the system (1) can also describe acoustic waves, electromagnetic waves or elastic waves propagating in a heterogeneous medium.
Boundary conditions
Consider the 3D cuboidal domain
Stable and well-posed boundary conditions are needed to close the rectangular surfaces of the boundaries of the cuboidal domain. Boundary conditions are enforced by modifying the amplitude of the incoming characteristics [34, 24, 17] . To analyse the effect of boundaries and boundary conditions we need for each ξ = x, y, z the traction vector at boundaries with ξ = −1, or ξ = 1. The traction there is
Note that
In this case the energy method yields (13) with a boundary term in the right hand side. If we introduce the reference boundary surface
the boundary term is given by
Well-posed boundary conditions are needed to close the edges of the rectangular domain such that the boundary term BT (v, T) defined in (19) is negative semi-definite. For each ξ = x, y, z there are 3 ingoing characteristic variables and 3 outgoing characteristic variables at each boundary ξ = ±1, corresponding to the nontrivial eigenvalues ofÃ ξ . These characteristic variables are
where we have introduced the impedance, Z η = ρc η , and c η are the wave speeds defined in (8) . At the boundary ξ = 1 (ξ = −1), q η (p η ) are the characteristic variables going into the domain and p η (q η ) the characteristic variables going out of the domain. We consider linear boundary conditions,
where the reflection coefficients γ η are real numbers with 0 ≤ |γ η | ≤ 1. Note that theses boundary conditions do not allow the different families of characteristic variables to mix. The boundary conditions (21) specify the ingoing characteristics on the boundary in terms of the outgoing characteristics. The boundary condition (21) , can describe several physical situations. We have a free-surface boundary condition if γ η = 1, an absorbing boundary condition if γ η = 0 and a clamped boundary condition if γ η = −1. We note that
If all reflection coefficients at all boundaries satisfy |γ η | ≤ 1 then the boundary term defined in (19) is negative semi-definite, BT ≤ 0, and we have
where the energy Q (·, ·, ·, t) 2 P is defined by (10).
Interface conditions
We introduce physical interface conditions we will use to couple local DG elements to the global domain. These physical interface conditions will connect two adjacent elements. Consider the Cauchy prolem with a planar interface at x = 0, and denote the corresponding fields and material parameters in the positive/negative sides of the interface with the superscripts +/−. We define the jumps in scalar or vector valued fields by [[a]] = a + − a − . The interface conditions that will connect two adjacent elements are force balance, and vanishing opening and slip velocities
As before, using the energy method we have
Here the interface term is defined by
Note that by (24) the interface term vanishes identically and the sum of the energy is conserved.
Recently in [24, 17] , we developed new physics based numerical flux suitable for patching DG elements together. A key step taken in the construction of the physics based numerical flux is to reformulate the boundary condition (21) and interface condition (24) by introducing transformed (hat-) variables, T, v , so that we can simultaneously construct (numerical) boundary/interface data for the particle velocity vector v and the traction vector T. The hat-variables encode the solution of the IBVP on the boundary/interface. To be more specific, the hat-variables are solutions of the Riemann problem constrained against physical boundary/interface conditions (21) and (24) . Since the hat-variables are constructed to satisfy the boundary/interface conditions, (21) and (24) exactly, we must have
The indentities (27)- (28) , will be used in proving numerical stability. We refer the reader to [24, 17] for more elaborate discussions.
PML for first order wave equations
Here, will use the well known complex coordinate stretching technique [8] , to construct a modal PML, [12, 13, 3] for the system (1). As above, we consider the cuboidal domain (15) . To begin with, let the Laplace transform, in time, of Q (x, y, z, t) be defined by
We consider a setup where the PML is included in all spatial coordinates. Take the Laplace transform, in time, of equation (1) . The PML can be constructed in each coordinate, ξ = x, y, z, using ∂/∂ξ → 1/S ξ ∂/∂ξ. Here
are the complex PML metrics, with s denoting the Laplace dual time variable, d ξ ≥ 0 are the PML damping functions and α ξ ≥ 0 are the complex frequency shift (CFS) [7] . Now, take the Laplace transform of (1) in time, and introduce the complex change of variable ∂/∂ξ → 1/S ξ ∂/∂ξ. We have the PML in the Laplace space
In order to localize the PML in time, we introduce the auxiliary variable
and invert the Laplace transform, having the time-dependent PML
The unknown variables, w ξ , are auxiliary variables introduced to localize the PML in time. Since, we have used the well known PML metric (30) , the PML (33)- (34) can be shown to be analogous to other PML models such as [12, 13, 3, 2] . We will initialize the PML with zero initial data and terminate the PML (33)- (34) with the boundary conditions (21) . Note that the PML absorption functions d ξ ≥ 0 and auxiliary functions w ξ vanish almost everywhere except in the layers defining the PML. For example, inside the PML strip truncating the computational domain in the x-direction only the auxiliary variable w x and the PML damping function d x (x) ≥ 0 are nonzero, that is w ξ = 0 and d ξ (ξ) = 0 for ξ = x. There are domain edges where one damping function vanishes and two damping functions are simultaneously active, for example in the xy−edge we have d z (z) = 0 and d ξ (ξ) ≥ 0 for ξ = x, y. There also corner regions where all damping functions are simultaneously nonzero, d ξ (ξ) > 0. Without damping, d ξ (ξ) ≡ 0, we recover the elastic wave equation (1), which satisfies the energy estimate (23) . However, the energy estimate is not applicable to the PML, (33)-(34) when d ξ (ξ) ≥ 0, for any η = x, y, z.
In the coming section we will discuss the temporal stability stability of the PML and derive energy estimates in the Laplace space.
Energy estimates for the PML in the Laplace space
The stability analysis of the PML has attracted considerable attention in the literature. The usual analysis, see [11, 2, 5, 3, 39] , focuses on the constant coefficient problem, where, all variable coefficients are frozen and the problem is subdivided into simpler sub-problems, such as: a) the PML strip problem, where only one PML damping is nonzero, eg. the x-dependent PML strip with d x (x) > 0 and d ξ (ξ) = 0 for ξ = x; b) the PML edge problem where one damping function vanishes and two damping functions are simultaneously active, eg. in the xy−PML-edge we have d z (z) = 0 and d ξ (ξ) ≥ 0 for ξ = x, y; c) a PML corner region with d ξ (ξ) > 0, for all ξ = x, y, z. The stability analysis of each Cauchy PML layer can be performed using classical Fourier methods. The analysis has been extended to accommodate boundary conditions, [11] using normal mode analysis for the IBVP. The results of this theory are documented in [11, 4, 12, 13] . The central result of this result is: as long as the underlying undamped IBVP (without the PML) is stable, the PML IBVP is stable if there are no modes with phase and group velocities pointing in opposite direction. Since, we have used the well known PML metric (30) , this result is valid for the PML (33)-(34). We will not repeat this analysis here, for more elaborate discussion we refer the reader to above references.
Using the modal analysis outlined above, the continuous PML IBVP, (33)-(34) with (21), can be proven stable. However, extending this modal analysis to the discrete setting is possible, but non-trivial even in the most simplified cases. Therefore, even when the continuous PML IBVP can proven stable, numerical instabilities persist when PML are used in computations, particularly when boundary and interface conditions are included. A numerical method which is provably stable in the absence of the PML can become unstable when the PML is included [6, 16, 12, 13] . When a continuous PML is stable, the primary difficulty now is how to ensure numerical stability when the PML is discretized. A main challenge is that the PML is generally asymmetric. Therefore, classical energy norms that are traditionally used in developing stable DG, finite difference or finite element methods for hyperbolic PDEs are not sufficient when the PML is present.
In this study we will take a more pragmatic approach. We will derive energy estimates in the Laplace space for some simplified model problems, for a) PML strip problem, b) PML edge problem, and c) PML corner problem. These energy estimates can be used to derive stable numerical methods for the PML IBVP, (33)-(34) with (21) and (24) . If the discrete approximation of the PML is not provably stable for these model problems, there is no hope that the approximation will be stable for the general PML problem.
As in [39] we will reformulate the IBVP, (33)-(34) with (21) and (24), by introducing new variables by subtracting the product of the initial function and e −t from each of the unknown functions. The new unknown functions satisfy the same system as the original unknowns, (33)-(34), but with zero initial data and nontrivial source functions in the equations. Denote the source function by f (x, y, z, t) = F Q (x, y, z, t) , F w ξ (x, y, z, t) T , and note that all these components decay exponentially in time, and depend on the initial data and derivatives thereof. Laplace transformation in time of the PML equations (33)-(34), (24) and the boundary conditions (21) yields
with the boundary conditions
and the interface conditions
The boundary conditions (37) satisfy
and the interface condition (38) gives
Here, T † denotes the complex conjugate transpose of T. From (39), note the negative semi-definiteness of the boundary terms
Next, we use (36) and eliminate the auxiliary variables w ξ in (35) . We obtain
with the boundary conditions (37) and interface condition (38) , where
For Laplace transformed systems, it is necessary to extend the weighted scalar product (9) and the norm (10) to complex functions. For complex functions, we define the weighted scalar product
Again, Q † denotes the complex conjugate transpose of Q. For s = a + ib, α ≥ 0 and d > 0, denote the complex numbers
and
The PML strip problem
We will now focus on the x-dependent PML strip problem, that is (33)- (34) with d x > 0, and ∂/∂ξ = 0, d ξ = 0 for ξ = y, z. This simplification results in the 1D PML problem
Equation (49) lives in a 3D domain, but have been simplified by restricting the initial data and the forcing F to functions that vary only in 1D, the x-axis. We have Theorem 1 Consider the 1D PML equation (49) in the Laplace space, with piecewise constant PML damping d x (x) > 0 and |s| > 0, α x (x) ≡ α ≥ 0 and Re{s} ≥ 0, subject to the boundary conditions (37) at x = ±1 with |γ η | ≤ 1 and the interface condition (38) at discontinuities. We have Re(sS x ) Q(·, ·, ·, s) 2 P ≤ Q(·, ·, ·, s) P F(·, ·, ·, s) 2 P + BT, Re(sS x ) > 0,
Proof It suffices to consider constant PML damping d x ≥ 0 coefficients in the entire domain. If d x = d ≥ 0 is piecewise constant we split the domain, and the integral, along the discontinuities, with the jump condition (38) . Multiply (49) with Q † from the left and integrate over the whole spatial domain. Integration-by-parts gives
Adding the product (51) to its complex conjugate, the spatial derivative vanishes, yielding
From (41), note that the boundary terms are never positive, BT ≤ 0. Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the fact (41) in the right hand side of (52) completes the proof.
Remark 2 It is important to note that similar energy estimates (59) are also valid for the PML strip problems in the y-axis or z-axis, that is when
The PML edge problem
We consider specifically the xy-edge PML problem, that is (33)- (34) with d x = d y = d > 0 and d z = 0, ∂/∂z = 0. The analysis can be extended to xz-edge and yz-edge PML problems. If d x = d y = d > 0 and d z = 0, then we have S y = S x and S z = 1. This simplification results in the 2D xy-edge PML problem,
Note also that equation (53) lives in a 3D domain, but have been simplified by restricting the initial data and the forcing F to functions that vary only in 2D, the xy-plane.
Theorem 2 Consider the 2D PML equation (53) in the Laplace space, with d ξ = d > 0 and |s| > 0, α ξ = α ≥ 0 and Re{s} ≥ 0, subject to the boundary conditions (37) at ξ = ±1 and ξ = x, y, with |γ η | ≤ 1.
We have
The proof of Theorem 2 has been moved to Appendix C.
Remark 3 It is also noteworthy that similar energy estimates (54) are valid for the PML edge problems in the xz-edge or yz-edge, that is when
The PML corner problem
Consider the corresponding PML corner problem, (33)-(34) with d x = d y = d z = d > 0 and α x = α y = α z = α > 0. Then, all PML metrics are identical S y = S x = S z . We have S x /S ξ = 1 and
Theorem 3 Consider the 3D PML equation (55) in the Laplace space, with d ξ = d > 0 and |s| > 0, α ξ = α ≥ 0 and Re{s} ≥ 0, subject to the boundary conditions (37) at ξ = ±1, with |γ η | ≤ 1. We have
The proof of Theorem 3 have been moved to Appendix D.
We introduce the energy norms in the physical space
where
The derivation of the source term F(·, ·, ·, t) can be found in Appendix B. Here, * is the convolution operator, and δ(t) is the Dirac delta distribution. 
holds, then for any a ≥ 0 and T > 0 we have
Proof Noting that in equation (59) the boundary term is non-positive, BT ≤ 0, and thus it follows that
Squaring both sides having
We will use the identity [34] +∞ 0
Finally, the result follows by the usual argument that the future cannot influence the past.
The discontinuous Galerkin spectral element method
In this section, we present the DG approximations for the undamped system (1) and the PML (33)-(34), subject to the boundary conditions (21) and the interface condition (24) . We will use the physically motivated numerical fluxes develop in [24, 17] to patch DG elements into the global domain. The physically motivated numerical flux is upwind by construction and gives an energy estimate analogous to (23) . The boundary and inter-element procedure will begin with the integral form (11) . As we will see later, the procedure and analysis carries over when numerical approximations are introduced.
Weak boundary and inter-element procedures, and the energy identity
We begin by discretizing the domain (x, y, z)
] to a reference element (q, r, s) ∈ Ω = [−1, 1] 3 by the linear transformation
with
The Jacobian of the transformation is
Note that the non-zero metric derivatives are
All other metric derivatives vanish identically. The volume integral yields
and the transformed gradient operator is
We introduce
Therefore, the elemental integral form reads
Next we consider the element boundaries, ξ = −1, 1, and generate boundary and interface data T, v. The hat-variables encode the tractions and particle velocities at the element boundaries. Please see [24, ?] for more elaborate discussions. The next step is to construct fluctuations by penalizing data, that is hat-variables, against the ingoing characteristics only. That is, for each η = x, y, z with Z η > 0, then
Next we define the flux fluctuation vectors obeying the eigen-structure of the elastic wave equation.
To patch the elements together, we append the flux fluctuation vectors FL ξ and FR ξ to (67)-(68) and integrate over the element face, we have
Here, θ ξ are PML stabilizing parameters to be determined by requiring stability of the discrete PML, in the sense corresponding to Theorems 1, 2, 3 and 4.
We will now demonstrate the stability of the numerical flux fluctuations FL ξ and FR ξ . We note, however, that since we have not introduced any numerical approximation the fluctuations vanish identically, that is G = G = 0 and FL ξ = FR ξ = 0. We will see later that the analysis will follow through when numerical approximations are introduced.
We will begin by noting the identities
To simplify the analysis we will consider a DG approximation with two elements only, separated at x = 0. We will denote the corresponding fields, material parameters and energies in the positive/negative sides of the interface with the superscripts +/−. Each of the two elements have 5 external boundaries where the boundary conditions (21) are imposed, and one internal boundary connecting the two elements where the interface condition (24) is imposed. The boundary and interface conditions are implemented using the numerical flux fluctuations (69). It is also noteworthy that the analysis can be extended to a DG approximation consisting of many elements.
Introduce the fluctuation term
For the two elements model we introduce the external boundary terms
drds ≤ 0, and the interface term
We can now prove the theorem.
Theorem 5 Consider the elemental weak form (68). When all PML damping vanish d ξ = 0, then we have the energy identity
(75)
Note that the interface term vanishes identically IT s v ± , T ± ≡ 0, and since we have not introduced any numerical approximation, we have v = v and T = T, and the fluctuation terms also vanish F luc (G − , Z − ) = 0, F luc (G + , Z + ) = 0. Thus, the energy estimate (75) is completely analogous to the physical energy estimate (23) . However, when numerical approximations are introduced numerical solutions can be discontinuous across the inter-element boundaries and the surface terms will dissipate energy. The artificial dissipation will vanish though in the limit of mesh refinement. As we are yet to introduce any numerical approximation, for the PML with d ξ ≥ 0, Theorems 1, 2, 3 and 4 are also valid for (68), for any θ ξ . However, we will see later in the coming sections that this is not generally true when numerical approximations are introduced.
The Galerkin approximation
Inside the reference element (q, r, s) ∈ Ω = [−1, 1] 3 , approximate the elemental solution by a polynomial interpolant u(q, r, s, t), and write
where u ijk (t), are the elemental degrees of freedom to be determined, and φ ijk (q, r, s) are the ijk-th interpolating polynomials. We consider tensor products of nodal basis with φ ijk ( 
where h i > 0, h j > 0, h k > 0, are the quadrature weights. We will only use quadrature rules such that for all polynomial integrand f (ξ) of degree ≤ 2P − 1, the corresponding one dimensional rule is exact,
Admissible candidates can be Gauss-Legendre-Lobatto quadrature rule with GLL nodes, Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule with GL nodes and Gauss-Legendre-Radau quadrature rule with GLR nodes. While both endpoints, ξ = −1, 1, are part of GLL quadrature nodes, the GLR quadrature contains only the first endpoint ξ = −1 as a node. Lastly, for the GL quadrature, both endpoints, ξ = −1, 1, are not quadrature nodes. Note that when an endpoint is not a quadrature node, ξ 1 = −1 or ξ P +1 = 1, extrapolation is needed to compute numerical fluxes at the element boundary, ξ = −1 or ξ = 1. We also remark that the GLL quadrature rule is exact for polynomial integrand of degree 2P − 1, GLR quadrature rule is exact for polynomial integrand of degree 2P , and GL quadrature rule is exact for polynomial integrand of degree 2P + 1.
The spectral difference approximation
Introduce the matrices H, Q ∈ R (P +1)×(P +1) , defined by
Note that the matrix
is a one space dimensional spectral difference approximation of the first derivative, in the transformed coordinate q.
Using the fact that the quadrature rule is exact for all polynomial integrand of degree ≤ 2P − 1 implies that
Equations (79) and (80) are the discrete equivalence of the integration-by-parts property, and the matrix B projects the nodal degrees of freedom to element faces. If boundary points q = −1, 1 are quadrature nodes and we consider nodal bases with L j (q i ) = δ ij then we have B = diag[−1, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 1]. The one space dimensional derivative operator (79) can be extended to higher space dimensions using the Kronecker products ⊗, having
Here, I is the (P + 1) × (P + 1) identity matrix and I 9 the 9 × 9 identity matrix. Note that the matrix product H commutes, that is
We also introduce the projection matrices Using (80) and (79) we can rewrite (81) as
The DG approximation of the PML
We now make a classical Galerkin approximation by choosing test functions in the same space as the basis functions, so that the residual is orthogonal to the space of test functions. By rearranging the elemental degrees of freedom [Q ijk (t)] row-wise as a vector, Q(t), of length 9(P + 1) d where d = 3 is the number of space dimensions, we have the semi-discrete approximation
Note the close similarity between the semi-discrete approximation (85)-(86) and the continuous analogue (33)- (34) . The discrete operator (D x , D y , D z ) T is also analogous to the continuous gradient operator (∂/∂x, ∂/∂y, ∂/∂z) T , where we have replaced the continuous derivative operators with their discrete counterparts given in (81),
Numerical stability
In this section, we will prove numerical stability. As before, to simplify the analysis we will consider a DG approximation with two elements only, separated at x = 0. The analysis can be extended to a DG approximation consisting of many elements. We will begin with the discrete undamped problem, that is when all PML absorption functions vanish d ξ = 0. We will proceed later to prove numerical stability of the semi-discrete approximation when the PML absorption functions are present d ξ ≥ 0.
Stability analysis for the undamped discrete problem
We will begin with the undamped case, d ξ ≡ 0. With d ξ ≡ 0, then the auxiliary variables, w ξ decouple completely from the modified discrete wave equation (85). Note that this is equivalent to considering (85) by itself. We approximate the integrals in (10) by the corresponding quadrature rule (77), having
We also approximate the surface integrals in the boundary and interface terms.
and the fluctuation term
We have Theorem 6 Consider the semi-discrete approximation (85)-(86). When all PML absorption functions vanish, d ξ = 0, the solution of the semi-discrete approximation satisfies the energy identity
The proof of Theorem 6 can be adapted from [24, 17] . We will not repeat it here. By theorem 6 above, in the absence of the PML, d ξ = 0, the semi-discrete approximation (85)-(86) is asymptotically stable. However, this energy estimate (88) is not valid when the PML is active, that is for d ξ ≥ 0 and any ξ = x, y, z. In order to demonstrate numerical stability when the PML is present d ξ = 0, we will simplify further and prove the discrete versions of Theorems 1, 2, 3 and 4. If the numerical approximation is not provably stable for these model problems, there is no chance that it will be stable for the general case.
Stability analysis for the discrete PML problem
As in the continuous case we are unable to derive discrete energy estimates for the time dependent discrete PML problem (85)-(86), when the damping is present d ξ ≥ 0. When damping is present d ξ ≥ 0, we will instead take the Laplace transform in time and derive discrete energy estimates, analogous to (50), (54), (56), and (63). In particular, we will demonstrate the significant role played by the PML stabilizing parameter θ ξ when the PML is present.
Taking the Laplace transform, in time, of the semi-discrete problem (85)- (86) gives
Next, we use (90) and eliminate the auxiliary variable w ξ from (89). We have
Note that in (91), we have made use of the discrete integration property (84) of the spatial derivative operator D ξ . The last term in the right hand side of (91) is a destabilizing PML flux term at element faces. The DG is an element based method, and these destabilizing flux terms appear almost everywhere in the PML, including at internal and external faces. These destabilizing terms can be eliminated using the parameter θ ξ . We set the penalty parameter θ ξ = 1, extending the numerical implementation of the boundary conditions and inter-element conditions to the auxiliary differential equations. The last term in the right hand side of (91) vanish, having
In (92), note the uniform treatments of all element faces, including internal and external element faces. We approximate the scalar product (44) and the physical energy (45) by the quadrature rule (77), having
Q (·, ·, ·, s) 2
As in the continuous setting, we will consider first the 1D PML strip problem, and proceed later to the edge and the corner regions.
The discrete PML strip problem
In (92), let d x = d > 0, d ξ ≡ 0, D ξ = FL ξ = FR ξ = 0 for ξ = y, z. We arrive at
Here v * denotes the complex conjugate of v, and the surface integrals have been approximated by quadrature rules. For the surface terms, we will also use the identity
We can prove the discrete equivalence of Theorem 1.
Theorem 7 Consider the semi-discrete PML equation in the Laplace space (95), with d x = d > 0 and α x = α ≥ 0. We have
where the surface terms BT h are negative semi-definite.
Proof From the left multiply (95) with Q † H, we have
Using the identity (96) gives
Next we add (99) to its complex conjugate, and the spatial derivative terms vanish, we have
Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the source term in (100) and collecting contributions from both sides of the elements completes the proof.
The discrete PML edge problem
Consider now the discrete PML (92) in the xy-edge region. In (92), let d
We formulate the discrete equivalence of Theorem 2. Theorem 8 Consider the semi-discrete PML equation in the Laplace space (101), with d x = d y = d > 0 and α x = α y = α ≥ 0. We have
The proof of Theorem 8 has been moved to Appendix E.
The discrete PML corner problem
Consider now a the discrete PML (92) in the corner region, where all damping functions are nonzero, d ξ = d > 0 for all ξ = x, y, z. For this case the PML complex metrics are identical S y = S x = S z . Thus S x /S ξ = 1, and from (92) we have
We will now state the discrete equivalence of Theorem 3. 
where the surface terms are negative semi-definite.
The proof of Theorem 9 has been moved to Appendix F. We will now formulate a discrete equivalence of Theorem 4 as the corollary. 
The proof of Corollary 1 can be easily adapted from the proof of Theorem 4. Numerical experiments presented in the next section will demonstrate further the importance of the analysis and theory derived in this section.
Numerical experiments
In this section, we present numerical experiments, verifying the theoretical results and exploring further the numerical properties of the discrete PML. In particular, we will quantify numerical errors introduced by discretizing the PML as well as verify the stability analysis of the last section. We will consider first a 2D problem and perform detailed numerical experiments demonstrating numerical stability, and showing convergence for h-and p-refinement. We will proceed later to 3D numerical simulations of linear elastic waves in an unbounded and semi-bounded domain.
PML for 2D elastodynamics
We consider the 2D problem with ∂/∂z = 0 and d z = 0. Note that the auxiliary variable w z = 0, vanishes identically. The domain is rectangular isotropic elastic solid with the dimension (x, y) = [−50 km, 50 km] × [0, 50 km]. We consider a homogeneous isotropic elastic medium with ρ = 2.7 g/cm 3 , c p = 6.0 km/s, and c s = 3.464 km/s, where c p is the p-wave speed and c s is the shear wave speed. At the top surface of the elastic solid, at y = 0, we set the free surface boundary conditions, with γ η = 1 in (21) . The simulation set-up is analogous to [13] .
For the velocity fields, we set the smooth initial condition
and use zero initial condition for the stress fields and all auxiliary variables. As before, the damping profile is a cubic monomial
where d 0 ≥ 0 is the damping strength. We will use
where c p denotes the P-wave speed, and tol is the magnitude of the relative PML error [14] . We use nodal Lagrange polynomial basis of degree P ≤ 12, and GLL quadrature nodes, which gives P + 1 optimal order of accuracy. Numerical solutions are evolved in time using the high order ADER scheme [31, ?,?] of the same order of accuracy with the spatial discretization. The time step is given by
with CFL = 0.9. We will consider the vertical PML strip problem and demonstrate numerical stability. We will chose parameters such that the total PML error converges to zero as we perform both p-refinement and h-refinement. Later we simulate a half-plane problem surrounded by the PML . This situation involves both the vertical (with d x (x) ≥ 0, d y (y) = 0) and horizontal (with d x (x) = 0, d y (y) ≥ 0) PML layers, and PML corners (with d x (x) ≥ 0, d y (y) ≥ 0) where both layers are simultaneously active.
The vertical strip PML problem
We consider the vertical layer with d x (x) ≥ 0, d y (y) = 0. That is, in the x-direction we introduce two additional layers, having 50 ≤ |x| ≤ 50 + δ in which the PML equations are solved. We terminate PML edges with the characteristic boundary condition, with vanishing reflection coefficients γ η = 0 in (21) . The bottom boundary of the solid, at y = 50 km, is a fictional wall with γ η = 0 in (21) , that is the absorbing boundary condition.
We will investigate numerically the stability of the PML. In the coming experiments we set the magnitude of the relative PML error tol = 10 −6 . We will use the complex frequency shift α = 0.15 in this experiment. In a practical setup the PML width is considerably thin, we therefore use δ = 10 km, leading to the damping strength d 0 = 16.58. The width of the PML δ = 10 km corresponds to 10% of the width of the computational domain. To verify numerical stability we will consider separately θ x = 0 and θ x = 1 in the experiments.
Set a uniform spatial step ∆x = ∆y = 5 km in both x and y axes and consider polynomial degree p = 5. We run the simulation until t = 100 s. Snapshots of the solution at the initial times are shown in Figure  1 showing how the initial Gaussian perturbation spreads, its interactions with the free-surface boundary conditions and the absorption properties of the PML. In Figure 2 the snapshots at the final time are shown for θ x = 0 and θ x = 1. Note that without the PML stabilizing parameter, θ x = 0, at t = 50 s the solutions start grow in the PML. The numerical growth is catastrophic, see Figure 3 . By the final time t = 100 s, the growth has spread everywhere in the domain polluting numerical simulations. However, with the PML stabilizing term θ x = 1, we regain numerical stability, see also Figures 2 and 3 . This is consistent with the theory developed in this paper and the results presented in [13, ?] for the SBP finite difference method. We conclude that the PML stabilizing term θ x = 1 is necessary for the numerical stability of DG approximations of the PML.
Next we verify numerical accuracy. We will show that we can choose PML parameters such that, for a fixed PML width δ = 10 km, the total PML error converges to zero at the rate of the underlying numerical method. We evolve the solutions until t = 20 s so that the p-wave and the s-wave have traveled to through the PML and their reflections from the external edge of the PML felt inside the simulation domain, |x| ≤ 50. In order to evaluate PML errors, we compute a reference solution in larger domain without the PML. We have chosen the reference domain to be large enough so that artificial reflections are not yet felt inside the simulation domain. By comparing the reference solution and the PML solution, measure in the maximum norm, in the interior of the domain we obtain accurate measurement of the total PML errors.
We begin with p-refinement, that is we fix the element size ∆x = ∆y and increase polynomial degree, p = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. The magnitude of the relative PML error is tol = [50(P + 1)/∆x] −(P +1) , where 50(P +1)/∆x is the number of degrees of freedom spanning the width of the computational domain, 0 ≤ y ≤ 50. Note that the magnitude of the relative PML error tol converges spectrally to zero as the polynomial degree p increases. All other discretization parameters are fixed with the PML stabilizing term θ x = 1 and element size ∆x = 5 km. The PML spans only 2 DG elements. Numerical results are shown in Figure 6 . Note that PML errors converge spectrally to zero.
We consider h-refinement, by fixing the polynomial degree p and decreasing the element size by a factor of 2, that is ∆x = ∆y = 10, 5, 2.5, 1.25 km. The magnitude of the relative PML error is tol = [50(p + 1)/∆x] −(P +1) . Here the magnitude of the relative PML error tol converges to zero at the rate ∼ O ∆x (p+1) . However, the total PML error will converge to zero rate ∼ O ∆x (P +1) ln(∆x) , as the element size approaches zero, ∆x → 0, see [39] . All other discretization parameters are fixed with the PML stabilizing term θ x = 1 and the polynomial degree P = 5. Numerical results are shown in Figure 6 . Note that PML errors converge spectrally to zero. error p = 2 p = 4 p = 6 p = 8 p = 10 p-refinement. layers are both active. Numerical experiments in this section demonstrates that the PML with appropriate numerical boundary procedures ensure robust treatment of corners. To do this we will repeat some of the numerical experiments of last subsection, investigating stability and accuracy. L∞-norm p = 2 p = 4 p = 6 p = 8 p = 10 error p = 2 p = 4 p = 6 p = 8 p = 10 p-refinement. 
3D elasticity with the PML
We will present numerical simulations with the PML in 3D. We will consider 3 setups and benchmark problems of different interests and levels of difficulty, and demonstrate the importance of the analysis performed in the previous sections and the effectiveness of the PML in absorbing outgoing 3D elastic waves. The benchmark problems are i) a homogeneous whole-space (HWS) problem, ii) a homogeneous half-space (HHS) problem and the classical layer over a homogeneous half-space (LOH1) problem. The sketch of a typical model setup with the PML for the LOH1 benchmark is shown in Figure 7 . We will consider seismic sources defined by the singular moment tensor point source
Here, M is the symmetric second order moment tensor, δ η (η) are the one dimensional Dirac delta function, (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) is the source location, and g(t) is the source time function. We will consider two different source mechanisms: a compressional source modelling an underground explosion and a double couple source modelling an earthquake.
In order to perform numerical simulations, we will consider a bounded computational domain by truncating the unbounded extent of the domain. We discretize the domain uniformly with 25 DG elements in each spatial direction. At an artificial boundary, to simulate unbounded domain we will include the PML in the 3 elements closest to the boundary, and close the external PML boundaries with classical ABC, by setting the incoming characteristics to zero.
From the analysis performed in the previous sections, and 2D numerical experiments presented in the last subsection, we know that the PML stabilization parameters θ ξ = 1 are critical for numerical stability of the PML. In all experiments we will use θ ξ = 1 and set the PML relative error tol = 0.1%, which is rather a modest error tolerance.
The homogeneous whole-space problem
Here, we consider solutions of a 3D homogeneous isotropic elastic solid in a whole space, and a compressional point source, with M = M 0 I, where I is the 3-by-3 identity matrix, that is M xx = M yy = M zz = M 0 , and M 0 = 10 18 Nm is the moment magnitude. The source time function is given by the Gaussian The whole space problem has an analytical solution, see for example [26, 27] . The computational domain is the cube (x, y, z) = [0, 10 km] × [0, 10 km] × [0, 10 km], and the source is located at (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) = (3.4 km, 5 km, 5 km). The domain is surrounded by the PML to absorb outgoing waves. We consider degree N = 5 polynomial approximation, and run the simulation until the final time t = 3 s. We place a receiver, Receiver 1 at (x r , y r , z r ) = (4.4 km, 5 km, 5 km), 1 km from the source, and another receiver, Receiver 2 at (x r , y r , z r ) = (8.4 km, 5 km, 5 km), 5 km from the source, where the solution is sampled. Note that while Receiver 1 is closer to the source, Receiver 2 is much closer to the artificial boundary, at x = 10 km.
The solutions are displayed in Figure 8 . Note that initially the ABC and PML solutions match the analytical solution very well. However, at later times the ABC solution is polluted by numerical reflections arriving from the artificial boundaries. The PML solution remains accurate and matches the analytical solution excellently for the entire simulation duration.
In the next two examples, we choose the benchmark problems proposed by the Seismic wave Propagation and Imaging in Complex media: a European network (SPICE) code validation problem, HHS and LOH1, [29, 30] . These benchmark problems are designed to quantify and assess the accuracy of simulation codes for seismic surface and interface waves. We will also use these benchmark problems to verify the analysis performed in the previous sections and assess the effectiveness of the PML in the absorption of seismic surface and interface waves.
The homogeneous half-space (HHS) problem
We consider a homogenous isotropic elastic half-space with a planar free-surface, at x = 0, where tractions vanish. We place a double couple moment tensor point source at depth, x = 0.693 km below the free surface. The source time function is define by 
The HHS problem has an analytical solution, see [29, 30] . Note that the domain is unbounded at depth and in the tangential directions. In order to perform numerical simulations we consider the bounded computational cube (x, y, z) = [0, 16.333 km] × [−2.287 km, 14.046 km] × [−2.287 km, 14.046 km], and the source is located at (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) = (0.693 km, 0, 0). The truncated boundaries of the domain were surrounding by the PML to absorb outgoing waves. The setup is analogous to Figure 7 , with the only difference being the constant medium parameters used here. Note that the free-surface boundaries extends into the PML. We consider degree N = 5 polynomial approximation, and run the simulation until the final time t = 5 s. We place 9 receivers on the free-surface, at x = 0, where the solutions are sampled. Table 3 shows the positions of the receivers relative to the epicenter. The solutions are displayed in Figure 9 , for Receivers 4, 5, 6 and 9. The seismograms for the remaining Receivers are placed in Appendix A. Note that initially the ABC and PML solutions match the analytical solution very well. However, at later times the ABC solution is polluted by numerical reflections arriving from the artificial boundaries. These artificial reflections can never diminish with p− or h−refinement. The PML solution remains accurate and matches the analytical solution excellently for the entire simulation duration.
Layer over a homogeneous half-space (LOH1) problem
We will now consider the LOH1 benchmark problem. The LOH1 setup is almost similar to the HHS problem. The only differences are the position of the source, discontinuous medium parameters and duration of the simulation.
The LOH1 problem consists of a planar free surface and an internal planar interface between a thin homogeneous soft layer and hard half-space. The material properties in the medium are given by 
We place a double couple moment tensor point source at depth, x = 2 km below the free surface, and the source time function is given by (114) . Note that the thin homogeneous soft layer acts as a waveguide. Thus in addition to body waves, surface waves and interface waves present in the medium, guided waves are also supported in the medium. The LOH1 problem has an analytical solution, see [29, 30] . Note again that the domain is unbounded at depth and in the tangential directions.
As above, to perform numerical simulations we consider the bounded computational cube (x, y, z) = [0, 16.333 km] × [−2.287 km, 14.046 km] × [−2.287 km, 14.046 km], and the source is located at (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) = (2 km, 0, 0). The truncated boundaries of the domain were surrounding by the PML to absorb outgoing waves, see Figure 7 . Of important note is that the free-surface boundary, at x = 0, and the material discontinuity, at x = 1 km, extend into the PML. We consider degrees N = 3, 5 polynomial approximations, and run the simulation until the final time t = 9 s. The solutions are displayed in Figure 10 for N = 3, and in Figure 11 for N = 5, for Receivers 4, 5, 6 and 9. The solutions for the remaining Receivers are placed in Appendix A. Note that initially the ABC and PML solutions match the analytical solution very well. However, at later times the ABC solution is polluted by numerical reflections arriving from the artificial boundaries. Note in particular, for N = 3, there are numerical errors which are due to numerical resolution, and can be eliminated by p− or h−refinement. As expected, for N = 5 these errors diminish spectrally, the PML solutions match the analytical solution excellently, and remains accurate for the entire simulation duration. For the ABC, the dominant errors are the errors introduced by artificial reflections, these can never diminish with p− or h−refinement.
Concluding remarks
We have developed a stable DG method for PMLs truncating 3D and 2D linear elastic wave equation. In a series of papers [11, 4, 12, 13] we established theoretically the stability of the PML subject to linear well-posed boundary conditions, and developed provably stable finite difference schemes for the PML IBVP. In this paper, we extend some of these results to the DG approximation of the elastic wave equation, in first order form, and develop new theories.
We began by constructing continuous energy estimates, in the time domain for the elastic wave equation, and in the Laplace space for the PML, by assuming variations only in one space dimension, in 2D for a PML edge problem, and in 3 space dimension for a PML corner problem. We developed a DG method for the linear wave equation using physically motivated numerical fluxes and penalty parameters, which are compatible with all well-posed, internal and external, boundary conditions. When the PML damping vanishes, by construction, our choice of penalty parameters yield an upwind scheme and a discrete energy estimate analogous to the continuous energy estimate.
To ensure numerical stability of the discretization when PML damping is present, it is necessary to extend the numerical DG fluxes, and the numerical inter-element and boundary procedures, to the PML auxiliary differential equations. This is crucial for deriving discrete energy estimates analogous to the continuous energy estimates. Numerical solutions are evolved in time using the high order arbitrary derivative (ADER) time stepping scheme of the same order of accuracy with the spatial discretization. By combining the DG spatial approximation with the high order ADER time stepping scheme and the accuracy of the PML we obtain a spectrally accurate wave propagation solver in the time domain. Numerical experiments are presented verifying numerical stability and high order accuracy. More importantly, the numerical experiments show that the stabilizing PML flux fluctuations are necessary for numerical stability.
Further, we present numerical experiments in 3D verifying the analysis, accuracy and demonstrating the effectiveness of the PML in seismolgical applications.
The 2D and 3D production code, for elastic waves simulation, have been implemented on ExaHyPE (www.exahype.eu), a simulation engine for hyperbolic PDEs, on adaptive Cartesian meshes, for exa-scale supercomputers. This software, ExaHyPE, is open source and publicly available. 
A Other Receivers

B Source terms
We will derive a representation of the modified source terms in the physical space. Let t ≥ 0 denote time, and f (t) and g(t) are real functions of exponential order. We denote their corresponding Laplace transforms f (s) = L (f (t)), g(s) = L (g(t)). We also define the convolution operator * , g(t) * f (t) = t 0 g(t − τ )f (τ )dτ.
Note that L (g(t) * f (t)) = f (s) g(s). To succeed we will use the Dirac delta distribution δ(t) +∞ 0 δ(t)dt = 1, with δ(t) * f (t) = f (t), δ (t) * f (t) = f (t) + δ(t)f (0).
We also recall L (δ n (t)) = s n , n = 0, 1, 2, · · · , where δ n (t) is the n-th derivative of δ(t).
We have L δ (t) * f (t) = s f (s).
Consider the modified source terms in the Laplace domain
If d ξ = dx = d ≥ 0 and α ξ = αx = α ≥ 0, then
and L −1 Sx F Q = δ(t) + de −αt * F Q (x, y, z, t) , L −1 1 s + α Fw ξ = e −αt * Fw ξ (x, y, z, t) , Re{s} > −α.
(120)
C Proof of Theorem 2
Proof As before, multiply (53) with Q † from the left and integrate over the whole spatial domain. Integration-by-parts gives
Adding (121) to its complex conjugate, the spatial derivative terms vanish, yielding Re(sSx) Q(·, ·, ·, s) 2 P =
Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the fact (41) in the right hand side of (122) completes the proof.
D Proof of Theorem 3
Proof As above, multiply (55) with Q † from the left and integrate over the whole spatial domain. Integration-by-parts gives
Adding the complex conjugate of the product, the spatial derivative terms vanish, yielding Re(sSx) Q(·, ·, ·, s) 2 P =
Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the fact (41) in the right hand side of (124) completes the proof.
E Proof of Theorem 8
We introduce the boundary terms 
Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the source term in (127) and collecting contributions from both sides of the elements completes the proof.
F Proof of Theorem 9
Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the source term in (130) and collecting contributions from both sides of the elements completes the proof.
